
Zpace #1 – report 
 
On the 8th of August 2013 the first public event Zpatiu #1 / Zpace #1 took place in Zpatiu / 
Zpace – a space dedicated to the Moldovan independent scene. It is part of a series of 
meetings between Moldovan organizations and independent initiatives. This meeting 
gathered the members of several active organizations in Chisinau. 
 
The seven participants that responded to our invitation and took part in this event: Dorina 

Khalil-Butucioc (Contemporary Drama Centre), Elena Chiric  (Vlad Iovi  / Noii Barbari 
reading club), Nora Dorogan (Sp l torie Theatre), Lilia Dragnev (Contemporary Art Centre, 

Chi in u [KSA:K]), Tatiana Fiodorova (Art-Ploshadka), Vladimir Us (Oberliht Young Artists 
Association / POSTBOX magazine), discussed about how their projects appeared, how they 
managed to deal with the absence of support from the authorities and what other activities 
and strategies are going to be deployed. 
In the frame of Zpatiu #1,  ArtElit Centre and the collective of Russian language writers 
“Harap Alb”) were also introduced. 
The presentations were followed by a debate focused on a few questions: 
- What does "being active in an independent way" means in the Republic of Moldova? 
Independent of what? 
- Why does it matter to act autonomously? 
- What kind of strategies can be deployed in an austere context for cultural development? 
- Where can the necessary resources (HR, places, equipment) be obtained from? 
 
During these discussions, we paid attention to: the role the Ministry of Culture of Republic of 
Moldova should play, the missing connections between independent organizations and 
authorities, the way culture is being subsidized and other issues which a majority of 
associations have to face in Chisinau. 
 
Here are the topics that were discussed and analyzed during the debate, followed by few 
recommendations: 
 
1. The Ministry of Culture should assume the role of "chief of the culture" and reposition 
culture among the national priorities. The Ministry should take action, treating equally state 
and independent organizations, so that other Ministries, such as the Ministry of Finance, to 
grant the field of culture and its development a better support. The Ministry is expected to 
elaborate a cultural policy framework that would meet the needs of independent organizations 
in Moldova too. 
 
2. The absence of a communication platform for independent organizations and authorities 
was mentioned (Ministry of Culture, Chisinau Municipality); it is therefore recommended to 
create platforms where representatives of the independent sector could have regular 
meetings with the authorities. Simultaneously, a mechanism through which certain draft laws 
or measures in the field of culture could be consulted in advance with the civil society (cultural 
NGOs), public debates could be held, etc. 
 
3. A transparent framework of distribution of the public funds is missing in the field of culture. 
On one hand, no public competition is organized in order to elect the members of the council 
of experts that would recommend what projects could be funded. On the other hand, a set of 
criteria and well-defined priorities, according to which public funds for culture must be 
allocated, is missing, a fact that allows a transparence-free distribution of these funding. 
 
4. The necessity to provide exhibition spaces, workshops and places for productions, 
office/workplace for independent organizations in Moldova has also been mentioned. As an 
example, the 50 square meters room in the Zemstvei Museum (nowadays, the National 
Museum of Ethnography and Natural History), which is being rent by Oberliht Association, 
was mentioned – as well as the fact that there exists a difference in renting spaces for which 
the Creative Unions and other NGO's that work independently are eligible. The first (Unions of 
Creation) received for years subsidies from the State and were granted with a priority right to 
execute commissioned works and to benefit continuously from a special treatment, in case 
they wanted to rent spaces for their activities, unlike other NGO's which don't benefit from the 



same advantages, even though they are very active and realize very good and competitive 
projects, most of which are international, realized with European partners. 
 
5. The need for the Ministry of Culture to be involved in the process of protection of both the 
architectural heritage and public spaces, as the square in from of the National Library of 
Chisinau, where a building with offices is to be built. In this concrete case, MCRM is expected 
to take an active part to the public debates, which would lead to the resolution of this conflict. 
 
In addition to the fact that we got acquainted with the independent scene and a dialogue 
between independent organizations was created, another objective, achieved during this 
meeting, was to establish a dialogue with the government by meeting the Minister of Culture, 
Monica Babuc. 
 
Monica Babuc, the new Minister of Culture of the Republic of Moldova, showed an interest in 
what's happening in / with the independent scene in Chisinau and in the event Zpatiu #1 – the 
presentation of the activities of independent organizations and initiatives in Chisinau, the first 
meeting in the series of meeting of independent organizations and cultural initiatives in 
Moldova. 
 
She couldn't respond to the invitation to take part in the event that took place on the 8th of 
August 2013, but instead, she invited Oberliht Association to have a conversation about the 
activity of those independent organizations and cultural initiatives. 
 
Thereby, on the 16th of august 2013, this meeting with Monica Babuc (MC), Vladimir Us and 
Irina Iachim (Oberliht Association) took place. 
 
In this meeting, the organizations that took part in Zpatiu #1 and the activities they developed 
were presented. Simultaneously, the few problems met by the independent scene of 
Moldova, that have been listed by the participants, were taken into consideration: 
- Role of the Ministry of Culture in Moldova, in order to re-establish the cultural domain as a 
national priority; 
- Relation between independent organizations and authorities; 
- System of financing culture; 
- Lack of a communication platform for independent organizations and authorities (Ministry of 
Culture, First Mun. of Chisinau); 
- Lack of a mechanism through which projects of laws and measures in the field of culture 
could be consulted in time by civil society (cultural NGO's), and public debates to be 
organized; 
- Lack of a transparent system for the distribution of the public funds in the domain of culture; 
- Lack of a set of criteria and well-defined priorities, according to which public funding for 
culture would be allocated; 
- Need for an insurance in spaces for exhibition, workshops and production spaces, office 
space for independent organizations of Moldova. 
- Need for the Ministry of Culture to be involved in the process of protection of both, the 
architecture heritage and public spaces, etc. 
 
At the end of this conversation, Monica Babuc proved to be opened and willing to maintain a 
dialog between the Ministry of Culture and independent organizations / initiatives in Moldova 
and proposed to organize other meetings during which concrete issues, that these 
organizations face, would be discussed, thus, the possibility to create a platform for 
communication between the independent scene and authorities could emerge. 


